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ABSTRACT

As a service, Digital Radio sets out to broadcast digital audio (and also other data) to fixed, mobile and
portable receivers.  In the UK, most of Europe and many other countries around the world, the favoured
technology for this purpose is DAB1 – the first system designed specifically for this purpose.  This paper
provides an overview of the technical issues, and the solutions used by DAB.  Finally, it describes the current
status of Digital Radio in the United Kingdom, as well as some future developments in terms of services and
technology.

INTRODUCTION – THE MOVITATION FOR DIGITAL RADIO

Existing analogue radio services (AM and FM) can provide good quality sound under favourable reception
conditions.  Unfortunately, when conditions are less favourable, AM and FM broadcasts suffer a loss of sound
quality.  Obvious examples of this include:

- night-time fading experienced on AM radio;

- signals reflected from buildings or hills (multipath propagation) causing distortion of FM radio;

- electrical interference, from domestic equipment or  motor vehicles, causing unwanted bursts of noise on the
received sound.

Digital broadcasting offers the opportunity to deliver a signal from broadcaster to receiver without any such
loss of quality.  In addition, the use of a digital system allows broadcasters to offer a completely new range of
data services to accompany audio programming.  These can allow the radio medium to remain attractive to
consumers at a time when it faces increasing competition, most notably from the internet.

RADIO FREQUENCY CHALLENGES

Digital broadcasting systems such as DAB must include measures to combat the effects of multipath
propagation, Doppler spread and interference, to ensure that the required information reaches the receiver intact
under the largest possible set of receiving circumstances.

Because multipath propagation results in a number of contributions at the receiver, arriving at different times, it
is possible for a symbol from one contribution (with small delay) to arrive at the same time as the previous
symbol from another contribution (with large delay).  This phenomenon is known as Inter-Symbol Interference
(ISI) and is a major limitation on the symbol rate that a digital system can use.  In practice, a single radio
frequency carrier cannot support a sufficient data-rate for a digital audio service, and therefore additional
techniques are required.

MULTIPLE CARRIERS

One option for providing sufficient data-rate is to use a number of carriers (i.e. frequency division
multiplexing), each of a low enough symbol rate to reduce the effects of ISI to a tolerable level.  This principle
is illustrated in Figure 1.  In this example the data-rate is held constant, as the number of carriers is increased
from one to two, and then to four, so that the symbol period for the symbols on each carrier is increased by the
same factor.  It can be seen that the channel impulse response occupies a progressively smaller fraction of the
total symbol period, and the impact of ISI is correspondingly reduced.

                                                          
1 Digital Radio is a term adopted for marketing purposes, and refers primarily to the delivered service.   DAB is
normally taken to mean the system developed by the Eureka-147 Consortium, and standardised in Ref.[1].



Interference between the modulated carriers is prevented by employing orthogonality.  This can be defined
mathematically, but for the purposes of this paper it is sufficient to say that a set of signals will be orthogonal if
the separation of the carrier frequencies is the reciprocal of the symbol duration.  The use of a regular carrier
spacing enables the signal to be generated in the transmitter, and recovered in the receiver, using the Fast
Fourier Transform or FFT, which can be implemented very efficiently in electronic hardware or software.

The use of orthogonality in a frequency-division multiplexed signal results in a modulation system called
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing, or OFDM.  The radio frequency carriers in a DAB signal use this
technique, resulting in high spectral efficiency without self-interference.  The individual carriers are modulated
using differential QPSK, a rugged modulation scheme that avoids the need for channel equalisation in the
frequency domain.

THE GUARD INTERVAL

Multipath propagation represents a particularly severe problem for mobile receivers, because its characteristics
can change very rapidly with the motion of the vehicle.  This can cause problems in the receiver, because it has
to analyse the received signal over a time window corresponding to the symbol period, and the optimum
positioning of this time window varies as the receiver moves.  Incorrect positioning of the time window can
lead to ISI in the received signal, as illustrated in Figure 2.

DAB, in common with other OFDM systems, overcomes this by adding a Guard Interval to each symbol.  The
duration of the receiver’s symbol window corresponds to the ‘active’ symbol period, which remains the
reciprocal of the carrier spacing and thus maintains orthogonality.  The guard interval extends the total length
of the transmitted symbol by approximately one quarter.  In DAB the guard interval is generated by inserting it
before the active symbol, and using data identical to that at the end of the active symbol, which avoids a
discontinuity at the boundary between ‘active symbol’ and guard interval.

Figure 3 illustrates the use of the guard interval.  The receiver has a degree of flexibility when positioning its
time window, whose duration is the same as the active symbol to maintain orthogonality.  The time window’s
position in time can vary by up to the guard interval and still continue to recover data from each symbol
individually without any risk of overlap.  This is particularly useful in mobile reception in cluttered
environments, where the dominant contribution can change rapidly (e.g. direct path or reflected path), but the
receiver can continue to decode the signal without having to perform an abrupt re-synchronisation.

SYNCHRONISATION

DAB provides two main mechanisms for achieving receiver synchronisation – these are a null symbol, in which
all the OFDM carriers are turned off, and a Phase Reference Symbol (PRS), in which all the carriers have pre-
determined phases.  The null symbol allows the receiver to achieve a coarse synchronisation.  Having done so,
it can analyse the PRS to determine the time of arrival of the various contributions present in a multipath
environment, and so place the receiver’s symbol window in the optimum position with regard to the received
symbols, so that the effect of ISI is minimised.  In addition to providing the fine timing information required for
this synchronisation process, the PRS is used to provide information to the receiver’s AFC, and also acts as the
phase reference (hence its name) for the carriers during the following symbol, when active data are carried.

CODING AND INTERLEAVING

OFDM provides a very good basis for rugged reception under multipath conditions, but further measures are
necessary to realise the full benefits.  On its own, OFDM with a guard interval can be used to minimise the
effects of ISI.  However, ISI is a time-domain effect; multipath propagation also has effects in the frequency
domain, which may result in the partial or total cancellation of some frequencies at the receiver.  The data on
carriers affected by such cancellation might be liable to reception errors, or lost completely.  It is essential that
this does not result in a corresponding disturbance to the audio signal.

DAB achieves this by the use of convolutional coding (hence ‘C’OFDM – the ‘C’ stands for ‘Coded’).  A
mother code using 4 polynomials is used, with puncturing allowing a variety of code rates between (nominally)
1/3 and 3/4, and the signal is decoded in the receiver using the Viterbi algorithm. This type of coding works
best if the reception errors are distributed throughout the received bit-stream, rather than grouped together.  To
assist in this process, DAB uses interleaving – a process in which the bit-stream is re-ordered in the transmitter
before being used to modulate the carriers.  In the receiver, the original order of the bit-stream is restored
following demodulation.  By this means, any disturbance that affects a particular part of the received signal



does not remain concentrated in that part, but is distributed.  Bit-errors in the re-ordered stream occur in
isolation, rather than in clusters, and this allows the error-control coding to correct them more effectively.

DAB uses time interleaving to combat effects that might affect all carriers simultaneously, such as impulsive
noise or a rapid reduction of signal strength.  Time interleaving is done by re-ordering the bit sequence between
different frames (see below) according to a pre-determined pattern, and results in an interleaving depth of
around 360 ms.

In addition, DAB uses frequency interleaving to combat effects such as narrow-band interference, or signal
cancellation, that may cause bit-errors to be associated with a particular range of frequencies within the
COFDM spectrum.  Frequency interleaving is performed on the carriers according to a pre-determined pattern.

TRANSMISSION MODES

DAB defines four different transmission modes that are applicable for different purposes.  They are listed in
Table 1.  It can be seen that all DAB modes have the same spectral occupancy.  Accordingly, they have very
similar capacity (a lower synchronisation overhead in fact allows Mode III a very slight increase in capacity
over the other three modes).  The carrier separation is a major factor in the immunity of the system to the
effects of Doppler spread in mobile receivers.  Mode I is suitable for use in the Band III spectrum available for
DAB in the UK, and the 1.54 MHz bandwidth of the signal allows four DAB signals to be accommodated
within one of the 7 MHz channels formerly used for television in this band.

In other countries, L Band is available for DAB (in the range 1452 – 1492 MHz), and Mode II is the favoured
mode for this frequency range although Mode IV may also be appropriate in some circumstances.  Mode III is
intended for transmission at frequencies up to 3 GHz, for example by satellite.  Mode IV was agreed later than
Modes I to III.

A FURTHER USE OF THE GUARD INTERVAL

If an identical signal were transmitted from a nearby and a distant transmitter, a receiver would receive two
contributions – one much delayed compared to the other.  However, it would not be able to determine that the
delayed contribution was a distant transmitter; this contribution would be indistinguishable from a genuine
long-delay echo from the nearby transmitter.  Provided that the delay did not exceed the guard interval, the
receiver would be able to position its time window correctly and decode the received signal successfully.

From this it follows that a number of Digital Radio transmitters can transmit the same signal on the same
frequency, provided that they do so at the same time (or nearly the same time).  The maximum spacing of these
transmitters is dictated by the guard interval, and, in the case of Mode I, can easily exceed 70 km.  Thus DAB
allows the use of Single Frequency Networks (SFNs) to provide wide-area coverage, as in the networks
currently in use in the United Kingdom, Sweden, and a number of other countries.  Using an SFN, it is possible
to transmit a large number of audio programmes (for example, 6 to 8 stereo services) across a whole country in
a bandwidth of just 1.54 MHz, which represents a great saving when compared with conventional use of FM.

USING THE BIT-RATE

Half-rate convolutional coding is the most commonly used protection level for services carried using DAB, and
this results in an available bit-rate for a DAB ensemble of approximately 1.2 Mb/s, when the overheads for
synchronisation and control data are taken into account.  In order to use this capacity effectively, the audio is
encoded using MUSICAM psycho-acoustic coding.  This is effectively a sub-set of MPEG-2 Layer II audio
coding, and allows high quality digital stereo transmission at bit-rates around 192 kb/s.  Six such stereo
programmes can be accommodated within a DAB multiplex.  MUSICAM offers a great many other possible
data-rates (and other coding options such as mono or joint stereo), enabling the broadcaster to trade subjective
sound quality against number of services.

A number of services are multiplexed together, along with Service Information (SI), to form a complete
multiplex of services comprising the broadcast signal.  A DAB multiplex consists of a sequence of frames of
24 ms duration, with each service allocated to a particular part of the frame, as illustrated in Figure 4.  This
example contains 5 stereo services, one mono service and capacity for data services.



The use of this frame structure means that a receiver does not need to perform the demodulation and decoding
on the entire broadcast signal, but only those parts of the frame that carry the required service (and,
additionally, the Fast Information Channel  – the term ‘Fast’ refers to the fact that this part of the signal is not
time-interleaved, so that the receiver can access the important, but repetitive, configuration and SI data more
quickly).  This is an advantage in portable receivers because it allows significant savings in battery life, most
notably due to the savings in processing required to perform the FFT.

It must be stressed that the frame shown in Figure 4 is merely one example. DAB offers great flexibility in that
the DAB multiplex can be “re-configured” by the broadcaster more or less at will.  Re-configuration means re-
allocating the available capacity between services, for example to introduce temporary services when situations
dictate.  Examples of this include coverage of special news or sports events, or targeting programmes to
specific audiences at particular times of day.  The BBC has performed a number of detailed pilot studies to
establish how such flexibility can best be exploited, and now uses re-configuration on a daily basis.

CURRENT SITUATION IN THE UK

In the UK, Digital Radio has been pioneered by the BBC but is now attracting great interest from commercial
broadcasters and equipment manufacturers.

The BBC began a pilot service in 1995, and last year the population coverage of the BBC’s national DAB
service reached its initial target of 60%, using 27 transmitters.  The Digital One consortium will be operating an
independent national multiplex from October 1999, with coverage comparable to that of the BBC and with
plans to extend coverage over the next three years.  The Radio Authority has begun a programme of awarding
licences for independent local multiplexes, beginning with areas such as Birmingham, Manchester and London,
and the first of these is expected to come on air in Spring 2000.

Receiver availability is improving rapidly, with the UK specialist hi-fi manufacturers proving especially
enthusiastic about the possibilities of Digital Radio.  Half-a-dozen makes of in-car unit, and four makes of hi-fi
tuner, are already available through specialist outlets, and are beginning to find a presence in high-street stores.
Portable receivers are expected to start becoming available during 2000, and some manufacturers already offer
DAB receivers on a plug-in card for a personal computer.

In addition, UK companies have been active in the provision of broadcast equipment for Digital Radio,
including equipment for data broadcasting, multiplexing, signal distribution and transmitters.

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

In addition to audio only services, DAB allows the transmission of data, either associated with the audio
(Programme Associated Data or PAD), or separately as a service in its own right using a packet mode.
Broadcasters are already experimenting with the use of these data services to enhance the listening experience,
and therefore add value to attract the public to Digital Radio.  The BBC currently broadcasts “Radiotext”, a
form of text message that can accompany the audio content or provide a “news ticker”, and a pilot traffic and
travel information service using TPEG, a new byte-based system for the transfer of simple messages between
databases (in this case, from the BBC Travel Unit to an on-board computer in a vehicle).  Services that are
likely to be broadcast in the near future include the Broadcast Web Site, which uses data carousel techniques to
provide information with the look and feel of the World Wide Web to a mobile and portable audience; and the
Slide Show, which can present visual information synchronised to an audio service.

As noted above, frequencies in L Band are already in use for DAB in some countries.  In the UK this band will
not become available until 2007, but it could then offer a very considerable increase in the capacity available
for the delivery of services via DAB.  All DAB receivers are designed to work in Band III and L Band, so
services introduced into L Band in the future will already have an established receiver base.

CONCLUSION

DAB provides an effective and highly flexible means of delivering digital radio services.  Coded Orthogonal
Frequency Division Multiplexing provides a rugged radio frequency signal, suitable for reception in adverse
conditions such as multipath propagation or Doppler environments.  Time and frequency interleaving improves
the performance of the COFDM system, and the use of a guard interval allows a network of transmitters to
operate on a single frequency over a wide area, resulting in very efficient use of spectrum.



The flexible multiplexing structure of DAB means that it is not only suitable for the delivery of digital sound
broadcasting, but also for a wide variety of data services, offering the possibility of a genuine multimedia
broadcast delivery system.
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Figure 1 : Use of multiple carriers to reduce the impact of ISI

Figure 2 : Symbol without a guard interval
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Figure 3 : Symbol with a guard interval

Figure 4 : Example of a DAB frame

Mode I IV II III
Number of carriers 1536 768 384 192
Carrier separation 1 kHz 2 kHz 4 kHz 8 kHz

Active symbol
duration

1 ms 500 ms 250 ms 125 ms

Guard interval
duration

246 µs 123 µs 62 µs 31 µs

Table 1 : DAB transmission modes

Symbol N+1Symbol N-1

Active symbol

Receiver window, no ISI

Guard
interval

Guard interval formed by inserting
samples from end of symbol N

Symbol N

Stereo
No.1

Stereo
No.2

Stereo
No.3

Stereo
No.4

Stereo
No.5 DataMono

Fast Information Channel:
- Multiplex Configuration Information
- Service Information

Main Service Channel:
- Audio Services
- Data Services

Synchronisation:
- Null Symbol
- PRS

24 ms


